
Task Force Meeting #2
February 10, 2020

Moving to Our Future: 

Pricing Options for Equitable Mobility 



Agenda

Time Agenda item

6:00 p.m. Welcome and opening remarks

6:05 p.m. Public comment

6:20 p.m. Task Force Charter, Working Agreement and By-Laws

6:45 p.m. Presentation: Portland's transportation history: Why centering 
equity matters

7:10 p.m. Small group discussions

7:40 p.m. Report out 

7:55 p.m. Wrap up and next steps



Meeting #1 Summary
Any questions or edits before finalizing?



Meeting #1 Parking Lot Follow-Up
Parking lot item Strategy Team response

Are we looking to 

reduce congestion, VMT 

or both? Which impacts 

climate and health 

more?

As the Task Force develops an Equitable Mobility Framework to guide 

its work, we can discuss what metrics and outcomes are most important 

to the group. Combustion engine vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 

contribute to transportation carbon emissions, air quality impacts, 

health impacts and climate change. Congestion, which is a symptom of 
increasing VMT, can exacerbate this by making trips longer and less 

reliable—and can have disparate outcomes on different communities. 

Congestion is also a topic of significant public interest in our region. We 

will explore this question more as a group as we continue through this 

process—including during our March Equitable Mobility Workshop.

Do we know what the 

ideal ROW space 

allocation would be to 

meet our mode share 

targets?

We do not have targets or goals around right-of-way allocation to meet 

our mode split goals. This exercise would be technically difficult to 

conduct and would require making big assumptions to account for the 

different context across our right-of-way.



Meeting #1 Parking Lot Follow-Up

Parking lot item Strategy Team response

We need to consider neighborhood 

walkability and food deserts

Noted. We will carry this parking lot topic over to the 

Equitable Mobility Workshop conversation in March.

We need to consider access to 

transportation options, such as 

provision of lighting and sidewalks 

around transit stops

Noted. We will carry this parking lot topic over to the 

Equitable Mobility Workshop conversation in March.

There is an ongoing discussion right 

now around fareless transit

Noted. The Task Force can further discuss this topic as we 

explore complementary strategies that the group thinks 

should be considered alongside pricing strategies if desired.   

What do we do when we have data 

questions or want to share 

information?

We will discuss this during our Charter review discussion 

during today’s meeting.



Public Comment



Task Force Charter, 
Working Agreement 

and By-Laws



Task Force 
charge:
Can we use 
pricing more 
intentionally 
to improve 
equitable 
mobility?

The Task Force will make recommendations 
around:

• Whether or not to implement or further study the 
potential of new pricing strategies

• What we should consider when designing 
potential new pricing strategies

• Priorities for reinvesting any pricing revenue in 
transportation-related projects, programs and services 
that increase the equity of our system

• Complementary strategies that should be pursued 
alongside any potential new pricing policy



Proposed 
guiding 
questions

Can we use pricing more intentionally to 

advance equitable mobility and address the 

climate crisis?

What opportunities exist to advance equitable 

mobility?

What does equitable mobility look like in 

Portland?



Phase 1

Jan: Kick-off

Feb: How we got here

Mar: Equitable 

mobility workshop

Outcome: Equitable 

Mobility Framework

Phase 2

Apr: Shifting transportation 

demand

May: Pricing & equitable 

mobility: Case studies from 

other cities

Jun: Check-in: Task Force 

priorities

Outcome: Begin identifying 

priorities

Phase 3

Jul-Dec: Deep dives on 

pricing strategies; 

implications for Portland

Outcome: Identify any 

strategies that show 

promise

Phase 4

Jan-Jul 2021: Scenario 

evaluation; 

Recommendation 

development

Outcome: Final report

Task Force Roadmap: Term, timeline and outcomes

Throughout: The Task Force may forward recommendations at any time during the process about 

City decisions and/or regional discussions around pricing 



Information sharing

• Project team will post 
meeting materials on 
project website and notify 
Task Force members by 
email

• Task Force members are 
welcome and encouraged 
to share resources with 
staff, who will post and 
distribute to entire Task 
Force



Member 
responsibilities

Adherence to Oregon and Civil Rights law

Attendance

In-meeting participation

Speaking in public

Conflict of interest disclosure



Working agreement

• Be respectful and courteous to the diversity of opinions in 
the room.

• Listen to understand, not to respond.
• Use self-awareness by asking yourself “Why am I talking?” 
• Assume good intentions, but attend to impact. If someone 

is hurt, focus on listening and understanding the impact, not 
the intent.

• Be willing to make mistakes and be forgiving of those who 
do.

• Direct passionate opinions toward sharing information, 
not at each other.

• Allow the facilitator to keep the discussion moving and on 
task. Topics not directly related to the charge of the Task Force 
will be acknowledged and documented in a “parking lot” and 
followed up on by project staff.

• Start and end meetings on time.

• Stand name cards up when wanting to ask a question or 
make a comment.

• Task Force members will let project staff know in a timely 
manner if they cannot make a meeting and all 
members who miss a meeting commit to reading meeting 
summaries prior to the next session.

• Anything to add?



PORTLAND’S 

TRANSPORTATION HISTORY
Why centering equity matters



Looking 
backward to 
look forward

Why have this presentation 
and discussion tonight?

• Begin to gain a shared 
understanding of our past and 
how we have ended up with the 
transportation system we have 
today

• Collectively learn from each other

• Understand the need to do things 
differently moving forward



Today’s 
transportation 
reality is not 
accidental. 

It is the product of:

• Racism

• Prioritizing the needs of white people

• Patriarchal decisions and investments

• Intentional actions by governments, businesses, other 
institutions to disempower certain people 

• Disproportionate investments in some areas and not in 
others

• Connections between transportation and land use 
decisions

This led to:

• Displacement of BIPOC communities

• Inequitable allocations of wealth and resources

• Inequities in transportation access, health outcomes, 
educational outcomes, safety and economic opportunity

• Much, much more



Chapters in 
Portland’s 
transportation 
evolution

White displacement of indigenous communities

Rail, streetcar and shipping boom

Automobile dominance

Focus on livability—for some 

Multimodal transportation and technological 

disruption



White displacement of indigenous 
communities



White displacement of indigenous 
communities



Outcomes from this chapter in Portland’s 
transportation evolution 

Burdened groups: Indigenous people

• Diseases brought by white colonizers and massive 
loss of life

• Theft of land and resources

• Destruction of economic and trade centers, 
culture and ways of life

Beneficiaries: white people

• Land accumulation

• Flourishing trade and economy

• Legislative/governmental institutions that 
perpetuate power 

In 1862, Oregon adopted a 

law requiring all Black, 

Chinese, and Mixed Race 

people residing in Oregon 
to pay an annual tax of $5. If 

they could not pay this tax, 

the law empowered the state 

to press them into service 

maintaining state roads for 50 
cents a day.



Streetcar



Railroad



Shipping and 
a growing 
waterfront



Outcomes from this chapter in Portland’s 
transportation evolution

Burdened groups: BIPOC communities

• While transportation boom generated jobs for BIPOC, racism and discrimination 
persisted

• Faced restrictions on where they could live; forced into inadequate conditions

• Electricity needs skyrocketed; dams disrupted indigenous fishing, trade and cultural 
sites

Beneficiaries: white people

• Streetcars opened more areas for white settlement

• Trade and transportation boom benefitted predominantly white landowners, 
developers and business owners



Automobile arrival



Automobile impact



Automobile dominance



Outcomes from this chapter in Portland’s 
transportation evolution

Burdened groups: BIPOC communities, particularly Black neighborhoods 

• Highways destroyed, devalued and depopulated communities like Albina

• Car travel expanded at the same time as racist lending, zoning and land use 
strategies

• Cars worsened air quality, noise pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and safety 
problems, affecting BIPOC more than white Portlanders

Beneficiaries: white people

• Cars brought freedom of movement for those who could afford them (mainly white 
people)

• Land use strategies encouraged white families to move further away from 
“undesirable” or “blighted” areas

• Greater opportunities for wealth accumulation



Focus on livability (for some)



Focus on livability (for some): Light rail



Outcomes from this chapter in Portland’s 
transportation evolution

Burdened groups: BIPOC communities, low-income Portlanders 

• Transit expansion without complementary housing strategies led to gentrification and 
displacement

• Displaced individuals face extended commutes and more limited options, increasing 
poverty risk

• Outer neighborhoods lack basic transportation infrastructure

• BIPOC Portlanders have less access to planning and decision-making

Beneficiaries: white people, middle and upper-class Portlanders

• Opportunity to live in thriving, walkable, close-in neighborhoods

• Able to take advantage of depressed property values in inner neighborhoods; gained 
wealth

• White Portlanders have greater access to planning and decision-making processes



Today’s Technological Disruption



Multimodal design: What do you see?



Small group discussions

• Reflections on presentation:
• What history have we missed?

• What other examples, stories or lived 

experience do you have to share?

• What does this mean for our conversation 

around equitable mobility?



Group report out



Wrap up and next steps



Next meeting: 

March 9, 5:30 – 8 p.m.

Next meeting topics:

• Finalizing Task Force Charter

• Debrief on this month’s presentation

• Equitable Mobility Workshop



Thank you!


